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the characters: joey is set up with girlfriend cristal in the last episode of season 7,
but promises he isn't going to go on a hookup bender with her just so he can get a
friendship with her girlfriend. the highlight: the scriptwriters were able to exploit

every single visual gag possible, frommonica pretending to be the statue of liberty
and kissing anyone that walked by, to a joke about ross's cologne that translated
into "she likes me." and the character-based jokes were also hits - "she's the first

friend i ever had a real adult-sized conversation with" and "i'm a superhero. i'm able
to smell these flowers from a mile away. i'm like the bug guy." and oh my god, can
we talk about the incredible performance of david schwimmer as a bagpiper? the

best part is just the way he disappears, the gaian way he disappears, for a moment
until there's a tiny pause and then we see the expression on his face, the enormous

joy, he's thrilled. the music, the words - it's just such a deeply satisfying
performance. in the last scene of the episode, ross and joey are hugging in front of
the god squad and i felt like i was in a jerry lewis movie where the congregation is
watching the two of them ride around on a street car. completely heartwarming.

and i thought the show was going to be a longer series of episodes. next time, we're
going to take you to the edge of the universe where monica takes neil patrick harris
back to her home planet after he saves her life. ross' guilt continues to haunt him

after he accidentally reveals chandler's secret to monica during their break-up
lunch. after a long walk to cool off, chandler finally tells ross the truth and ross

attempts to get him to help him fill in the missing years for the reunification dinner.
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why it's so funny: chandler's pep-talks, the most important of which occurs in this
episode, are hilarious and poignant. and phoebe's "sister" is the funniest and most
supportive character on the show. chandler isn't able to pull her aside before the

big speech, but by the time she finishes the rant that's beyond brilliant and perfect.
why it's so funny: joey's delusions of grandeur are hysterical, especially the phone

call when he calls up and asks for a new mother. "i'm going to be joey's mother. i'm
going to be the mother that thinks it's funny to make her friends think she's a bad

person." nailed. and joey's refusal to share monica's cookies is a perfect
encapsulation of his character. it's brilliant. this episode is a testament to the

strength of this show and its writers. why it's so funny: this is the fourth joey is
really fat episode, but boy, it's funny. the theme is near-perfect, with joey slowly

gaining weight, getting testicle cancer, and then, in a final scene, fully accepting his
(somewhat) obese state. even better, though, is the stuff the writers wrote for this

episode while it was airing. i mean, really, you have to watch the ross/joey segment
for joey to reassure ross that he has it under control, and as he goes to kiss him, he
grabs his own waist, like he wants to make sure he's being gentle with himself. the
shameless producers wrote that the original cast would not be returning for the 8th

shamelessseason, but then cast mayim bialik. once everyone found out she was
going to be a part of the cast, they knew they couldn’t give her a full-time role.
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